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Edito from Madame L’Echevine Delphine 
Houba

It is a real pleasure to host the Festival International du Film de Bruxelles in the heart 
of our capital for its 5th edition.

Through the festival, all the diversity and international character of Brussels are 
highlighted.

As a young Echevine of Culture and a committed citizen, I am campaigning for a grea-
ter place for women in culture and society. I am therefore particularly touched by the 
importance that the festival attaches to the anchoring of women in the film world.

The environment, a theme that was put in the spotlight this year, concerns us and 
challenges us all. Sensitive to sustainable development, I am sure that the films and 
the festival’s films and directors will focus on the societal issues posed by the ques-
tion of climate and living together.

I am also convinced that cinema can be a way to discover the other. The festival’s pro-
gramming reflects the multicultural and dynamic richness of our city.

Amateurs or true fans of projections, it is a rich panel from the 5 continents that will 
bring you a different look and, I hope, a new reflection.
         
   
Delphine Houba 



Five-year prologue
Welcome to the Brussels International Film Festival (FIFB) !

Year 2019 is not only a special, but also festive year for the festival. This is already the 
fifth edition that we will celebrate through various cultural and cinematic activities in 
order to please film lovers. Located in the heart of the European capital, the festival 
dedicates this unique edition to the environment, a hot topic of global relevance.

Indeed, we aim to offer you an eclectic and borderless program where we will show you 
feature films and short films from all over the world : France, Ivory Coast, Palestine, 
United States, Germany, Ukraine, Holland, Greece, Estonia, Latvia, Lebanon, Austria, 
Germany, Luxembourg, Poland, The United Kingdom and Belgium.

Wanting to be international does not mean that Belgian cinema is forgotten; we even 
give it a particular place. The internationality of programming follows a diversity of 
film genres (documentary, auteur cinema, avant-garde cinema, fiction) and of impec-
cable quality.

In addition, the festival has three major film categories. Each of them offers a diffe-
rent competition so that all ages and interests can come together.

A film festival also rhymes with cinematic personalities. They come and go every year, 
from all over the world, and all have the same thing in common. All these personalities 
have marked or are still marking cinema in one way or another. After Holt McCallany 
in 2015, Eric Serra in 2016, Douglas Kennedy in 2017 and Rie Rasmussen in 2018 who 
all presided over our international jury, the festival has the honor of welcoming Yous-
ry Nasrallah as the festival’s president this year. He was nominated for the Golden 
Leopard, the Locarno Film Festival and the Leopard for Best Director. Mr. Nasrallah 
(Egypt) will be assisted by a gratin of artists, marked by their multiculturality, such as 
Jean-Jacques Rausin (Belgium), Babetida Sadjo (Guinea-Bissau), Sylvain Bressollette 
(France) and Nadine Monfils (Belgium).

The documentary competition will feature Jawad Rhalib, president of the jury whose 
documentary “When Arabs Danced” has been much talked about, Daniela Bisconti and 
Sarah Brûlé. Finally, the film-youth jury, distinguished by films for young people, will 
be chaired by Laurent D’Elia, actor and animator. Laurent D’Elia will be accompanied 
by two promising young actors, Fantine Harduin and Matteo Salamone. 

In addition to extremely varied competitions, the festival organizes three events in 



parallel with the screenings. Each event has its own theme and is suitable for a wide 
audience. The first two are Media Sport & Green Day, whose themes is the environ-
ment, media and sport, and the Jobs Cinema Day, dedicated to the different jobs of 
the cinema and audiovisual. These themes reveal other parts of the cinema industry. 
These moments rich in encounters are the place of enriching and cultural master-
classes that allow you to meet among others Pierre Morath (documentary filmmaker), 
Félicien Bogaerts (youtuber committed to climate) and Hadja Lahbib (journalist). 

The last one is about the youngest of us; it’s Kid’s Day. The FIFB thus allows young 
people to climb the steps on a red carpet like adults to attend an animated screening.
Join us from November 16 to 22, 2019 for more surprises, covers and movies!

Good festival to all,
And good reading,
The FIFB team



What is the Film International du Film de 
Bruxelles ?
The FIFB is a festival opened to new discoveries, to live alone or to share with family 
and friends. It aims to appeal to all audiences and to discover new Belgian and inter-
national films as well as experienced or beginners in the field of cinema.

In order to make you live an unforgettable experience, we commit each year to offer 
various and universal animations, all as interesting as each other. In addition, the FIFB 
shares films as well as new technologies and digital. It is on the lookout for genius and 
technological inventions that he wants to communicate to the public.

       > THE CINEMA, LIVING-TOGETHER VECTOR 
Aware of the cultural mix present in the city of Brussels, the place where it was esta-
blished, the festival supports the living-together of the rich and cosmopolitan popu-
lation. Such diversity of culture must have a programming that is up to the task ; our 
programming remains selected over the years from all over the world in addition to 
Belgium. 

This crucial point allows our audience, film buffs and film lovers, to discover what is 
being done here and elsewhere and to further enrich Belgian multiculturalism. Cinema 
can be a way to discover others and opens the door to great spaces for dialogue.

       > AN ACCESSIBLE FESTIVAL 
The festival has always been committed to making culture accessible to as many ci-
tizens as possible, which explains why rates remain democratic and therefore affor-
dable to everyone. A sign language translation is planned. 

       > THE FESTIVAL THAT HAS BRUSSELS IN ITS NAME
Anchored in the center of Brussels since 2015, the FIFB is growing a little more every 
year and marks its desire to invest spaces accessible to the public. Since the start, the 
FIFB has partnered with several cinemas and has broadcast its activities in the center 
of Brussels for several supporting reasons. 

The city center of Brussels is dynamic, cosmopolitan, multicultural and young. New 
cultural centers are incorporated and opened their doors, thanks to the pedestrian 
which offer more conviviality. It is a meeting place where cross a multitude of natio-
nalities whether they are tourists or Brussels residents. It is also a very lively place 
that rarely sleeps where it is good to meet. The center has been filled with cinemas for 
years, becoming the ideal place for lovers of the seventh art.



For all these reasons, the FIFB wishes to strengthen its anchorage in the city center 
and has the privilege of settling at Passage 44.

        > EXCLUSIVE, GENERALIST AND BORDERLESS
The FIFB is concerned about its claim to be borderless. Thus, the Belgian and interna-
tional world are opened to everyone, not only by helping to meet film professionals, 
but also by promoting young talents and talents of tomorrow. The FIFB isn’t closed to 
differences. On the opposite, it loves to bring everyone together around the cinema. 

From big productions to low-budget movies, all the films selected have their Belgian 
premieres and sometimes even European premieres. We thought of everything to ac-
centuate the exclusivity and generality of our choices.

The magic of cinema also passes through talented personalities whose fame is no lon-
ger to be proven. Accentuating its exclusivity, the FIFB has rolled out its red carpet 
since its creation in 2015 to celebrities such as Chris Noth, Eric Serra, Jean Dujardin, 
Stephanie de Crayencour, Liane Foly, Alexandra Lamy, Elsa Zylberstein, Holt McCal-
lany...

      > REBOUND FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 
The FIFB meets young talents at each edition. It gives the opportunity to new events 
such as Media Sport & Green Day and Jobs Cinema Day in parallel to the screenings. 
Both events take place at the same time, on the same day, to promote a single trip. The 
two events are close to each other ; you can walk from room to room without missing 
anything. The Media Sport & Green Day and Jobs Cinema Day each have their own spe-
cificity, but both want to focus on youth without excluding elder people. 

Kid’s Day is another way to look to the younger generation as it is dedicated to them. 
On this special day, children will be able to attend a special children’s screening and 
participate in events.
 



What is the purpose of an International Film 
Festival in Brussels?
The Festival International du Film de Bruxelles is based on several key axes :

             > CINEMATOGRAPHY 
The FIFB’s vision is ambitious. While respecting the more commercial cinema, the sin-
gularity of certain films or filmmakers will always find its place in our festival. We are 
determined to give everyone a chance. 

Moreover, if the FIFB insists on the promotion of new technologies, it is to promote 
an education in film and media in order to defend a resolutely modern cinema, aimed 
at the younger generations - filmmakers, students and passionate about audiovisual - 
and the eldest. The Media Sport & Green Day will also be organized to discuss several 
topics and provide different perspectives.
        
             > CINEMATOGRAPHY 
The FIFB’s vision is ambitious. While respecting the more commercial cinema, the sin-
gularity of certain films or filmmakers will always find its place in our festival. We are 
determined to give everyone a chance. 

Moreover, if the FIFB insists on the promotion of new technologies, it is to promote 
an education in film and media in order to defend a resolutely modern cinema, aimed 
at the younger generations - filmmakers, students and passionate about audiovisual - 
and the eldest. The Media Sport & Green Day will also be organized to discuss several 
topics and provide different perspectives.
            
             > INTERNATIONAL 
The FIFB focuses its research mainly on new and impactful films. In addition to finding 
these characteristics at home, the FIFB is keen to broadcast films from players with 
a different vision of the world that encourages reflection. In addition, the selected 
films from around the world reflect the Festival’s international position. 

The FIFB has the privilege of collaborating with several correspondents on the five 
communities around the world, an advantage that allows it to obtain certain unre-
leased films that are not distributed in the classic network of the film industry. 
        
            > PROFESSIONAL
The FIFB wants to raise awareness of the different professions of film and stimulate 



job creation in the audiovisual sector. To this end, it organizes its famous Jobs Cinema 
Day. Tables will be set up at Passage 44 where it will be possible for all to come to 
meet schools and professionals. Film and audiovisual professionals will be happy to 
answer your questions. 

In 2016, this unique initiative in Europe was a great success as more than 600 young 
people attended and actively participated in the organized workshops. It allowed the 
public to discover the behind-the-scenes of cinema and the many professions from 
the most classic to the most atypical (head decorator, FX makeup, voiceover). For this 
year 2019, we have the chance to welcome among our other partners, Hakuna Acade-
my, an Antwerp production in search of young talents, which will organize a casting to 
allow young people to make their own short film.
      
          > DIVERSITY/EQUALITY
The FIFB places an important emphasis on equality issues, particularly gender equa-
lity in the world. Indeed, women are one of the first victims of all wars and conflicts, 
but above all the first force for reconciling and rebuilding the human relations of a 
civil society. 

The FIFB supports the promotion of cultural diversity and living together to a selec-
tion of films from five continents and is convinced that cinema can be a real means of 
discovery, a way to learn about ourselves, about our culture, but also about others and 
a way to learn to respect others and differences. 
     
         > INTER/MULTICULTURALITY 
 Based in Brussels, the FIFB adopts the same policy as its city, meaning the 
promotion of interculturality, multiculturalism and living together. This policy is ex-
pressed in his artistic choices and his desire to integrate achievements from multiple 
backgrounds.
         
         > ARTISTIC/CULTURAL PARTNERSHIP 
FIFB will highlight the artistic dimension through preferred partnerships - the fusion 
of several artistic disciplines related to cinema.

The FIFB will offer these partnerships through programming, cultural exchanges and 
artistic creations for the event. These activities will take place mainly at the opening 
and closing ceremony, but also during the events’ days, leaving enough interests in 
the filmic projects that we meticulously concocted for film lovers and moviegoers.
     
         > PROMOTIONAL
The festival will set up an important promotion and broadcasting scheme to provide 



significant visibility. This impact will obviously resurface on the image of Brussels as 
a renowned international city with all its assets, its diversity and its ever-increasing 
dynamism. 



Three phenomenal juries
Jury international 

Born in 1952, the jury president, Yousry 
Nasrallah, is an Egyptian filmmaker. He 
studied in Economics and Political Science 

at Cairo University. Between 1978 and 1982, he 
was a film critic in Beirut and assistant to the 
Syrian director, Omar Amiralay, who shot the 
documentary «The Woe of Some». In 1982, he 
returned to Cairo and became assistant to Yous-
sef Chahine on «Farewell Bonaparte». His first 
films were produced by Chahine’s company, Misr 
International Films. Currently, Yousry Nasrallah 
is preparing his new film, «The Legend of Wei-
nab and Noeh», based on an original screenplay 

written by Ahmed El Zoghby. 
Among his filmography, Yousry Nasrallah counts several masterpieces, «Summer 
Flights» (1988, presented at the Quinzaine des Réalisateurs in Cannes), «Mercedes» 
(1993, presented in Locarno), «About Boys, Girls and Veil» (1995, Sorry Prize for Best 
Video Documentary in Locarno), «The City» (1999, Special Jury Prize in Locarno), «The 
Door of the Sun» (2004, Cannes official selection out of competition), «L’Aquarium» 
(2008, Berlin Panorama), «Women of Cairo» (screened in Venice, out of competition), 
«18 Days» (2011, Cannes official selection, out of competition), «After the Battle» 
(2012, Cannes official selection, in competition), «The Stream, the Green Meadow 
and the Sweet Face» (2016, official competition Locarno). 

After studies at the IAD, Jean-Jacques Rau-
sin stars in Xavier Seron’s short-film “Rien 
d’insoluble”. He accepts to play roles in the 

films of a new generation of directors (Matthieu 
Donck, Amélie Van Elmbt, Christophe Hermans), 
but also of more confirmed filmmakers. He is 
featured in Bouli Lanners’ «Eldorado,» in Fa-
bienne Godet’s «A Place on Earth» surrounded 
by Benoît Poelvoorde. In 2011, he received three 
acting awards for his role in Xavier Seron and 
Méryl Fortunat-Rossi’s «Mauvaise lune”. In 2016, 
he starred in «Je me tue à le dire», Xavier Seron’s 

first feature film, which earned him the special mention of the Jury at the Monte Car-



lo comedy festival and the Magritte for Best Actor 2017. On screens, Jean-Jacques 
Rausin plays Inspector Charlier in the Belgian series «Public Enemy» whose first two 
seasons were broadcast in more than a dozen countries. In 2020, Jean-Jacques will 
also star in Christophe Gérard’s first feature film.

Babetida Sadjo is a Belgian actress. After 
graduating from the Royal Conservatory 
of Drama in Brussels, she became the first 

black woman to win the ANSOR for Best Actress 
in a Supporting Role for the film «Waste Land», 
directed by Pieter Van Hees. The movie «Para-
dise Suite» pre-selects her for the Oscars. Her 
international career was launched with the film 
«And Breathe Normally», directed by Isold Ug-
gadottir. As a screenwriter, Babetida Sadjo will 
direct her first short film, «Hematomas». Still lo-
ving the scene, she still plays in theaters.

Sylvain Bressollette is a French director and 
screenwriter. Having grown up in a large fa-
mily where music, drawing, painting, pho-

tography and theaters. He quickly chose the art 
that brought them all together : cinema. After 
his studies, he joined the film sets as a codirec-
tor on several feature films («Don’t tell anyone», 
«Da Vinci Code», «Paris I Love You»). From 2010, 
he worked as a director on numerous commer-
cials (Garnier, Orange, Samsung, Meetic) and 
music videos (Julia Stone, Benjamin Biolay, Ju-
lien Clerc, Florent Pagny). He was nominated in 
2015 for the Music Victories for the music video 

«Dernière danse» by singer Indila with more than 570 million views. He directed the 
ambitious short film, «Le Ballon de Rouge», which won several awards at international 
festivals. He is currently writing his first feature film, «Louise en revanche» and is 
working on the remake of the Spanish film, «Familia».



Belgian writer, Nadine Monfils, lives 
between Montmartre and Dives-sur-mer in 
Normandy. She wrote more than 80 books, 

including several collections of short stories and 
best-selling thrillers published by Gallimard in 
the «Black Series». His thriller, «Babylon Dream», 
published by Belfond, allowing her to hold the 
Polar Cognac Prize in 2007. Her thriller about 
Magritte, «Coco Givrée», received the Ville de 
Limoges Prize, and her movie «Nickel Blues» re-
ceived the Lycéens de Bourgogne Prize. Nadine 
Monfils was awarded the St. Maur Prize for her 
entire work. Her writing explores strange worlds 

that she also declines in visual arts.
She worked for four years with Polish director Walérian Borowczyck before writing 
and directing the short film «Un Noël de chien» for Canal +, starring Annie Cordy, Fran-
çois Morel and JC Dreyfus. She then directed a feature film, «Madame Edouard», with 
Michel Blanc, Josiane Balasko, Annie Cordy, Didier Bourdon, Andrea Ferrol, Bouli Lan-
ners, with a musical score by singer Bénabar. She has also written plays, played in Bel-
gium and France.



Documentary Jury

 

Jawad Rhalib, the president of the documen-
tary jury, is a Moroccan author and filmma-
ker. He focuses his work on the social realism 

issues. He wrote and directed short, medium and 
feature-length fiction films including «7 Rue de 
la Folie» and «Insoumise». He also directed fea-
ture-length documentaries including «El Ejido, 
the Law of Profit,» «The Damned of the Sea,» 
«The Song of Turtles» and «When Arabs Danced».

Daniela Bisconti is an actress, director, 
coach for actors and actresses and pro-
fessor of drama at Brussels Royal Conser-

vatory. She has worked notably with Chantal 
Akerman, Juliet Berto, Marion Hansel, Sylvie Tes-
tud, Tim Handwerker, Lucas Belvaux. In addition, 
she has worked in documentaries as a voiceover 
(RTBF). 

Sarah Brûlé is a French film director and ar-
tist born in 1986. After a DNAP at the Fine 
Arts in Poitiers, she arrived in Brussels and 

entered La Cambre where she has specialized in 
animation cinema and hold her master’s degree 
with distinctions in visual, plastic and space arts, 
section Animation Cinema. In 2009 she co-direc-
ted, with her sister Manon Brûlé, «Trees Are Born 
Underground», a film about grief that won seve-
ral awards in festivals (Cinérgie Prize in Anima, 
SACD Award at Fidec, Best Short Film Award in 
A festival is too short in Nice). In 2017, she made 



her second short film «Higher-Elsewhere», a film about Ireland and an ode to nature. 
Since 2012, in parallel with her work as a director, she has been working as an ani-
mator on short films by award-winning authors and feature films. She hosts, among 
others, Lia Bertels’ «Night Darling», Bruno’s «Under the Cartilage of the Ribs», and 
Johan Sfar’s next feature film, «Little Vampire». She also produced commission films 
for NGOs and associations with cultural and environmental social projects (women’s 
rights nonprofit associations, food cooperative, recycling and sustainable develop-
ment nonprofit associations). Today, as a multidisciplinary artist, she develops her 
work through illustration, stage design and street performance by making costumes 
and giant puppets.



Jury Ciné-Youth

The president of the ciné-young jury, Laurent 
D’Elia, graduated from the Royal Conser-
vatory of Mons in 2001. He has played in 

many theatres. He also perfected his work in sin-
ging and in the masks’ arts. As a great sportsman 
practicing fencing and cinephile, he also aims to 
be on screens. He begins by becoming familiar 
with the camera by playing in various short films, 
end of studies projects, then playing with young 
filmmakers and experienced directors. Then he 
appeared in series and TV movies such as «La so-
litude du pouvoir” by Josée Dayan and «A tord ou 
à raison» by Alain Brunard. He stars in Stéphane 

Hénocque’s “Nous Quatre”, Rupert Everett’s «The Happy Prince» and, recently, Gue-
rardo Herrero’s «El Asesino de los Caprichos» which will be released soon. Fond of 
jazz and playing saxophone, he will play his instrument for the film «Do You Do You 
Saint-Tropez» directed by Nicolas Benamou.

Young actor Mattéo Salamone, has started 
being known in cinema thanks to the mo-
vie, “Mon Ket”, with and directed by Fran-

çois Damiens. He also participated in “The Hap-
py Prince» by Ruppert Everett (2017), “Boule et 
Bill” by Alexandre Charlot and Franck Magnier 
(2016), «Divorce Club» by Michael Young (2018), 
«Première de la classe» by Stéphane Ben Lahce-
ne (2018). He starred in the series «The Missing» 
by Tom Shankland (2016).



Fantine Harduin has kind of always been on 
boards. She participated at the age of seven 
at Belgium’s Got Talent with her father and 

got noticed by the public. In 2012, she appeared 
in the cast of «Taram Tarambola» for which she 
got the lead role. Since then, she has been ma-
king feature films and short films. She is best 
known for season 5 of the series “Engrenages”, 
for the short film «The Lovers», for the feature 
films «The New Adventures of Alladin». In 2015, 
she got her first major film role in «The Journey 
of Fanny». In 2017, she starred in the film «Hap-
py End» which propelled the 70th edition of the 

Cannes Film Festival. Created in 2018, the film «Adoration», for which she is one of 
the two lead roles, is now a huge success at various global festivals.  
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         >Generalities

This anniversary edition will invade Passage 44 in Brussels for seven days
November 16 th to November 22 th, 2019.

In 2019, the Festival International du Film de Bruxelles will be the scene of three  im-
portant competitions:

           1.       International competition :                
 • 10 short movies
 • 6 feature films
           2        Documentary competition:  
 • 5 documentaries
           3        Film-youth competition:  
 • 10 short films

All these programs will allow you to discover a cinema from all horizons and all cine-
matographic kinds. The FIFB team meticulously selects them from a long line of new 
movies that have made a lot of noise in their home country.

In addition to the competitions, three new events will be held:
            1.      Jobs Cinema Day dedicated to the professions of cinema
           2.       Media Sport and Green Day is dedicated to the environment, current ques-
tion and revolt of a large number of people
           3.      Kid’s Day offers an out-of-competition screening for children as well as ani-
mations

The FIFB is also three great memorable moments: 
           1. The opening ceremony (November 16 th, 2019)
           2. Closing Ceremony (November 22 th, 2019) 
           3. Tributes (November 16 th, 2019)



Opening Ceremony 
International competition
November 16 th, 2019 from 6.30pm to 1am 
 
In order to open its fifth anniversary edition, the FIFB invites you to come and meet 
the talents of today and tomorrow as well as the members of the juries. The opening 
ceremony will be full of surprises and animations and will open the international com-
petition ball with the short film, “Bonboné”, by Rakan Mayasi and the feature film, “You 
Deserve a Love”, by Hafsia Herzi. See you then at 6.30 pm at Passage 44 !

«Bonboné»
RAKAN MAYASI   |   LIBAN   |   2017   |   15 MINUTES   |   VO ARA/HEB   |   SUB GB/FR 

“Bonboné” tells the story of a Palestinian couple whose husband is being held in an 
Israeli prison. While any physical interaction is prohibited between visitors and in-
mates, the couple decides to smuggle sperm out of the prison to have a child. Their 
plan encounters unexpected obstacles : will they succeed in this extraordinary bet?

Rakan Mayasi is an independent filmmaker from Palestine, born in Germany, raised in Jordan 
and currently based in Lebanon. He studied film, theatre and psychology in Lebanon and re-
ceived intense film training from Abbas Kiarostami in South Korea at the Asian Film Academy. 
He has written and directed four independent short films and his previous film «Roubama» 
was in official selection at the Locarno Film Festival. Rakan is currently writing the screenplay 
for his first feature film.

«Tu mérites un amour»
HAFZIA HERZI 

After Remi’s infidelity, Lila - madly in love - struggles to recover from their separation. 
From Bolivia, where he went to the recapture of his soul, Remi lets him know that their 
relationship is not over. Moving from one meeting to another, between discussions, 



consolation and a mad love, Lila loses herself.

Hafsia Herzi made her screen debut in 2007 in The Film «Couscous» by Abdellatif Kechiche 
for which she won the Marcello Mastroianni Award at the Venice Film Festival in 2008. She 
also won the César Award for Most Promising Actress in 2008 as well as other world awards. 
In 2010, she directed the short film, «The Rodba». “You Deserve a Love” is her first feature film 
and was selected to be broadcast in Cannes for Critics’ Week.



Kid’s Day 
Out of competition
17 th November 2019 from 3pm to 5pm

Kid’s Day is entirely dedicated to children and their family. 
The FIFB wants to see bigger and offers special activities 
for children such as coloring and make-up animations. Two 
screenings follow, a short film, “Funny Scarecrow” by Brigitte 
Piret who will be present and a feature film, “Away”.

«Drôle d’épouvantail»
BRIGITTE PIRET   |   BELGIQUE   |   2018   |   19 MINUTES 52   |   VO FR

Little Pierre discovers in the middle of a field a «Funny Scarecrow». What he doesn’t 
know is that he’s his best friend dressed as a scarecrow. Then he decides to make 
jokes to three characters of the village; romantic and clumsy “the priest”, the hyste-
rical «farmer» and the gruff «butcher.» After a busy and funny day, they all go home.

Belgian artist, Brigitte Piret, has a classical training (Namur Conservatory) and a varied instru-
mental practice (guitar, piano, djembe, percussion). She is a singer, songwriter and actress in 
a varied world of hers. She also has a rich experience in stage matters through various shows 
that took her from the Avignon Festival in the spring of Bourges through the streets and the 
Wallonia of Andenne. `

«Away»
GINTS ZILBALODIS   |   LETTONIE   |   2019   |   75  MINUTES   |   VO LET  |   ST FR 

“Away” tells the story of a boy who travels around an island on a motorcycle, in order
to escape an evil spirit and go home.

“Away” is a long-animated film, written, produced, directed and composed by the director of 
animation, Gints Zilbalodis. He worked on the film for three and a half years, taking care of all 
aspects of the production including writing, design, animation, post-production and musical 
composition. He has already directed seven animated short films including “Priorities, Aqua 
and Oasis”. This is his first feature film.



International Competition II 
November 17 th, 2019 from 6 pm to 8.30 pm 

«III»
MARTA PAJEK   |   POLOGNE   |    2018   |   12 MINUTES

A man and a woman meet in a waiting room and immediately approach each other. 
They begin a game that gradually becomes more and more ferocious. Their faces look 
like masks while the shapes gradually lose their integrity. Bodies form like clay, bur-
ning up to the limits of impossibility. “III” is the portrait of a woman in an exhausting 
relationship with a man who seduces and pushes back at the same time. The film is the 
third part of the triptych “Impossible Figures and Other Stories”.

Marta Pajek was born in 1982 in Kielce, Poland. She graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts 
in Krakow, where she specialized in animation in Jerzy Kucia’s class. As part of an exchange 
program, she studied at the Turku Academy of Arts in the class of Priit Purn. Her previous film 
“Impossible Figures and Other Stories II” has been screened and awarded at nearly 80 festivals 
in Poland and abroad and has won 25 awards, including the ITFS Grand Prix in Stuttgard. Mar-
ta Pajek lives and works in Warsaw.

«Blue»
SAMANTHA SEVERIN   |   USA   |   2018   |   15 MINUTES   |   VO GB

A girl logs online at night and talks to strangers on her webcam.

Samantha Severin is a screenwriter and director and lives in New York City.

«Sandstern»
YILMAZ ARSLAN   |   LUXEMBOURG, ALLEMAGNE, BELGIQUE   |   2018   |   92 MINUTES   

|   VO ALL/TUR/IT   |   SUB GB/ALL

After spending 12 years in his native Turkey, under the tutelage of his grand-mother, 
Oktay is reunited with her parents in Germany. It is the story of family reunions full 



of hope and promise in a Europe of the 80s where the social and cultural universe are 
the opposite of what this young boy has experienced. It is Oktay’s battle for survival, 
faced with the disease he is discovered and the inability of both to cope. Oktay is 
stubborn, he loves life and he is still there today to share it with us.

Yilmaz Arslan was born in Kazanll, Turkey in 1968. When he arrived in Germany at the age of 
7, he joined a boarding school for children with physical disabilities following a polio attack. 
Passionate about music and graphic arts, he plays saxophone and percussion. In 1988, he wrote 
his first play «Ohnmacht des Alltags», performed in Germany, Belgium and France. His first 
film «Langer Gang», written and directed in the early 1990s, was selected at the San Sebastian 
Film Festival and honored with the award for Best New Director. Between two awards where 
his films are selected, screened and awarded, he creates several film productions including 
Maxma Film in 2016.



International Competition III 
November 18 th, 2019 from 7 pm to 9 pm

«Ouroboros»
ILIASS DENNOUNNE & SASSOUN DEMIRICI   |   BELGIQUE   |   2019   |   10 MINUTES 52   

|   VO FR   |   SUB NDLS 

Prisoner of himself and walls lined with figures, Jonas counts, repeats the same things 
all day, constantly relives the torments of his childhood. He is an early actor of daily 
violence that confronts all his suffering. A reality from which he cannot escape.

Iliass Dennounne and Sassoun Demirici are two young Anderlechts with the dream of beco-
ming a director. This year, they participated for the second time in the BXL Project of Hakuna 
Academy which offers young people the opportunity to make their own short film. They can’t 
hide that filming is their passion and that they’ve worked hard to get there. They are also 
screenwriters and Iliass is also an actor in two of his short films.

«The cocaine famine»
SAM McMULLEN   |   IRELANDE   |   2018   |   13 MINUTES 06   |   VO GB   |   SUB FR 

Two Irish drug dealers, Jacko and Niallser, drag a cockney rival captured into an aban-
doned shed in the depths of rural Ireland. A supply of cocaine is gone, stocks are run-
ning out and Jacko wonders who is responsible. Things are not looking good for Andy, 
their prisoner in London. More than that, the vindictive Jacko has a tooth against the 
English that goes back to the Famine. The interrogation turns into a fierce nationalist 
debate over English-Irish history, increasing the threat. The result is a short film full 
of playful humor and powerful historical facts.

Sam McMullen was born in London, but grew up in Paris and Johannesburg. He studied histo-
ry and political science at Trinity College Dublin, where he spent most of his time working in 
theaters with some of Ireland’s best young authors today. In 2016, he obtained a master’s degree 
in fiction directing from the National School of Film and Television. His short films all focus 
on examining the human being in surreal settings or fantastic in the sense of dark humor. He 
currently works as a promotional director for BBC News while developing other projects.



«Maya»
MIA HANSEN-LØVE   |   FRANCE/ALLEMAGNE   |   2018   |   105 MINUTES   |    VO FR

In December 2012, two French journalists were released after months of capture in 
Syria. One of them is not 30 years old. It’s Gabriel. A few months later, after the joy 
of the reunion and the obligations of the return Gabriel realizes that Paris may not 
be the place of its reconstruction. He flew to India, to Goa, where his childhood home 
is located. Close to his roots, he may be able to write a new page of his life. There, he 
meets Maya, the daughter of his godfather. She’s 18 and he feels reborn.

Mia Hansen-Love was born in Paris in 1981. She started as an actress in Olivier Assayas films. 
In 2001, she was admitted to the Conservatory of Dramatic Arts in the 10th district of Paris. 
In 2003, she wrote at Les Cahiers du Cinéma until 2005, while making several short films. Her 
feature films have all been selected by Category A festivals (Cannes, Locarno, Toronto, Berlin), 
where they have received prestigious awards (Louis Delluc Award for Best First Film for «All 
Is Forgiven» in 2007, Special Jury Prize A Certain Regard for «The Father of My Children» in 
Cannes in 2010, Special Mention of the Jury for «A Love of Youth» at the Locarno Festival in 
2011 and a Silver Bear by the best- their director for «The Future» in Berlin in 2016). In total, 
her films have more than one hundred selections at international film festivals. She is currently 
filming «Bergman Island» which is scheduled for release in 2020.



International Competition IV
November 19 th, 2019 from 7 pm to 9 pm

«Relicious»
EUGENIO VILLANI & RAFFAELE PALAZZO   |   ITALIE   |   2019   |   8 MINUTES 27

An intellectual does his shopping at the supermarket. After purchasing the essentials, 
he heads to the refrigerated section to choose the yoghurt to buy. The man notices 
with amazement that each cup of yoghurt bears the name of a religion instead of the 
brand of yogurt.

Based in Turin, director and producer Eugenio Villani studied at the Brera Academy where he 
became interested in video art, animation and film. In 2011, he founded Haselwurm Produzio-
ni after the production of the short film, “Haselwurm”. After several short films, he produced 
and directed the short film “Relicious” in 2018 with the support of the Piemonte Film Com-
mission.
Raffaele Palazzo (Turin, 1982) works as an educator in social cooperatives, projectionist and 
event organizer. He graduated in Educational Sciences and graduated as a scenario analysis 
technician. He works in contemporary and classical theater and in film as an actor, a screenwri-
ter, producer, director and co-director. He loves sports and film and has a film review blog.

«Tomorrow island»
GWENN JOYAUX   |   ESTONIE/ROYAUME-UNI/PORTUGAL   |    2018    |   16 MINUTES 

28   |   VO RUSSE/GB   |   SUB GB/FR

On the eve of the Cold War, a young Soviet telegrapher desperately tries to save her 
American lover from sinking on the Russian side of the Bering Strait after receiving a 
border-closing message.

Gwenn Joyaux is an award-winning French-Argentinian director and screenwriter. She was 
selected for the Talent Buenos Aires-Berlinale Talent (2007) and has worked as a film-ma-
king and continuist assistant in more than twenty films, commercials and series in Argentina, 
Uruguay, Chile and Bolivia. As a director, she has shot fiction and documentaries in several 
languages, with international teams, in different countries. Her work has been exposed film 
festivals in America, Europe and Asia and Gwenn is currently working on the development of 



her new film.

«Desrances»
APOLLINE TRAORE   |    COTE D’IVOIRE   |   2019   |   105 MINUTES   |   VO FR

It has been more than a decade since Francis, 40, who left Haiti following the death 
of his fathers massacred by soldiers of the dictatorial regime in power. Now living in 
Côte d’Ivoire, in Abidjan, with his Ivorian wife, Aissey, and their two daughters, Haïla, 
12, and Jalo, 6. His wife is expecting a boy. The birth of an heir, the last of the Des-
rances family, has been crucial for Francis since the annihilation of his country by a 
terrible earthquake. However, his joy is short-lived. His wife is about to give birth as a 
civil war breaks out in Abidjan. The capital is on fire. After taking his wife to the hos-
pital to give birth, Francis wakes up at home a few hours later. His newborn son and 
his wife are missing. Accompanied by his daughter Haila, he struggles in his quest. 
Together, father and daughter cross the city and face its many dangers.

Woyé Apolline Traore has been managing director, producer and director for 15 years in film. 
His experience has expanded in Burkina Faso, the United States and the sub-region. She holds 
a master’s degree in film from Emerson College in Boston and a master’s degree from the New 
York Film Academy.



Jobs Cinema Day 
November 20 th, 2019 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Want to become the filmmaker of tomorrow? Want to reorient 
yourself? Audiovisual or cinema? Unique in Europe, Jobs Ci-
nema Day is for you! The FIFB awaits you at the tables of our 
professionals of cinema and audiovisual. Jobs Cinema Day 
will do everything possible to answer all your questions.

Media Sport & Green Day 
November 20 th, 2019 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Media Sport and Green Day is the perfect time to sit at mas-
terclasses.

                                          PROGRAMME MSGD 2019

Horaires Activites Intervenants
10h00 10h15 Présentation Sane Jamai
10h15 10h45 Intervenant 1- Cinéma Radu Mihaileanu
10h45 11h30 Intervenant 2 – Envi-

ronnement
Felicien Bogaerts

11h30 12h15 Intervenant 3 - Sport Pierre Morath

12h15 13h15 Pause Déjeuner

13h15 14h00 Intervenant 4 - Cinéma  Sylvain Bressolette

14h00 14h45 Intervenant 5 – Cinéma Daniela Bisconti

14h45 15h30 Intervenant 6 - Sport Malick-François N’Dour
15h30 16h15 Intervenant 7- Cinéma Anne Gruwez

16h15 17h00 Intervenant 8 – Cinéma Hadja Lahbib

17h00 Clôture du MSGD



Ciné-youth competition
November 20 th, 2019 from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

The ciné-youth competition gives the opportunity to discover a cinema accessible to 
the whole family. This category allows you to ask questions even at an early age and 
to discover innovative and informative themes. It is a relaxing moment to spend with 
the family to discover new talents of cinema.

The ciné-youth jury, composed of Laurent D’Elia, Fantine Harduin and Matteo Sala-
mone, will be present throughout the session, offering the opportunity to meet them 
and talk to them. At the end of the festival, the ciné-youth jury will give the ciné-young 
Prize for best film director among the following ten short films.

«Ma planète»
VALERY CARNOY   |   BELGIQUE   |   2018   |   24 MINUTES 10   |   VO FR   |   SUB GB/FR 

Henri, a baker in his fifties, is in love with his wife Marieke. One morning, after yet ano-
ther argument, he meets Anita, a young photographer who loves the imposing shapes 
of her body.

Valery Carnoy is a young Belgian film director and director trained at INSAS in Brussels. In 
2015, he created the collective Zinneken film with the intention of self-producing and re-elea-
ting without constraints of time and budget. In 2016, he shot “Fetish” and, in 2017, “Lady Blue”. 
His end-of-study project, “My Planet”, is a poetic comedy about the body and weariness in the 
couple.

«Ousmane»
BADIA KOUJANE   |   BELGIQUE   |   2016 - 2018   |   22 MINUTES   |   VO FR   |   SUB FR/

GB  

Deceived by the media and «rich» holidaymakers, Ousmane, 42, a stockbroker, left Se-
negal to join the European «eldorado». He finds himself trapped in Belgium in a squat 
of undocumented immigrants. Despite his feelings, Ousmane, converted into a cook, 
takes up the challenge of finding the food needed to feed about 100 people, men, wo-
men and children on a daily basis.



Badia Koujane is graduated from the Agnès Varda School of Photography and Visual Tech-
niques. The documentary «Ousmane», the result of 2 years of investigations, research, dating 
and filming, is the first short film directed by the author. Presented as a graduation work, it 
won the jury prize in December 2018. Following in the footsteps of Agnès Varda, her cinema 
is resolutely committed, not only as an artist, but also as a woman. Badia Koujane also devotes 
herself to photography and writing.  next documentary is being prepared.

«Bladgoud»
VINCENT TILANUS   |   PAYS-BAS   |   2018   |   26 MINUTES 45   |   VO NDLS   |   SUB GB/

FR  

Owen, a couch surfer in his twenties, is forced to stay with his sister for a few days. His 
growing disappointments are beginning to tarnish the image he presents to others. 
Driven by growing despair, Owen tries to do everything possible to keep his appea-
rance and hide his truth at all costs.

Dutch director Vincent Tilanus turned to film after studying law and then moved to Denmark 
to study at the European Film College. His Danish graduation film, Disingenuous (2014), has 
been selected for the Copenhagen INTERNATIONAL Film Festival BUSTER. His films are 
animated by a curious, contemporary and human approach. Exploring the theatre and culture 
of young people, his constant style reflects his fascination with reading people and situations. 
His film Junkske (2017), produced at the Netherlands Film Academy, has been selected for the 
Go Short International Short Film Festival Nijmegen. Vincent graduated with the film Gold 
Leaf (Bladgoud) in 2018.

«Die bewegung der Sterne»
JAN PRAZAK   |   AUTRICHE   |   2018   |   13 MINUTES 08   |   VO ALL   |   SUB GB/FR  |   

Eight-year-old Lena is fascinated by space; her favorite book describes the secret 
link between people and the stars. As a solar eclipse approaches, her father takes her 
to see the event. The true meaning of the lines of Lena’s book becomes clear when the 
rare spectacle of nature forever changes the life of father and daughter.

Jan Prazak, born on September 21, 1991, grew up in Vienna. After high school and community 
service, he studied German philology in Vienna. With his text «Der Mann aus der Zukunft” 



(«The Man of the Future»), he won the literary competition «Verdrungen, Vergessen, Verzei-
hen» with Karl Markovics. Since 2013, he has been studying directing at the Vienna Film 
Academy. His short films have been screened at many international festivals such as the Max 
Ophuls Award and the Tribeca Film Festival.

«Ivan»
PANAGIOTIS KOUNTOURAS   |   GRECE   |   2018   |   9 MINUTES 25  |   ST FR 

Can you consume your human nature in a meal? When the hidden instinct turns into a 
morbid obsession, self-preservation turns into a meaningless imitation ritual, an act 
of empty logic.

Panagiotis Kountouras is a Greek director and author born in Thessaloniki. «Ivan» is his 3rd 
short film, after «Emoticon man» and «A box made of wood». His work focuses primarily on 
human behaviour and reveals an omnipresent absence, diversity and loneliness. He has made 
several documentaries, mainly on the theme of the recent refugee crisis and portraits of real 
people living among us. It is also embedded in film education.

«Eternity»
ANNA SOBOLEVSKA   |   UKRAINE   |   2018   |   23 MINUTES 49   |   VO UK   |   SUB GB/ 

FR 

2058. Companies digitize the souls of the dying and place them in the digital world 
beyond the grave forever. Young Ian is strongly opposed to digitization. After a sud-
den car accident, Ian goes against his principals. He wants to bring back to life his 
wife, who is in a coma after the accident.

Anna Sobolevska was born in Crimea, Ukraine. In 2008, she graduated from the National Aca-
demy of Home Affairs as a lawyer and in 2018, the I. K. Karpenko-Kary National University of 
Theatre, Film and Television in Kiev as a film director. After working as assistant director and 
assistant casting director with Andrea Magnani and Yaroslav Lodygin, she joined the produc-
tion company Limelite as a director and producer of developing films.



«Kunst und überleben»
ZOE BORZI   |   AUTRICHE   |   2018   |   20 MINUTES 58   |   VO ALL   |   SUB GB/FR

After giving up everything, Kat doesn’t know what to do with her life. Art is his passion, 
but can you make a living working as an artist? The documentary The Art of Survival 
follows four characters through their lives, showing us the ups and downs of artist life.

Zoe Borzi is a filmmaker and beginner artist, born on June 1, 2000. Since 2014, she attends the 
Ortweinschule and will graduate in 2019 in the Film and Multimediaart department. Since 
then, she has directed several short films and worked as an independent artist. His works of art 
have been exhibited in Vienna and his films have been screened at several international festi-
vals.

«Synchronicity»
MICHELLE BRAND   |   ROYAUME-UNI   |   2018   |   3 MINUTES 47  

People come and go, people go - and yet everyone goes in the same direction. We all 
share something we are not aware of, creating an overall image that we cannot see. 
The film ex-stuns the idea that everyone is connected in a way that we may not realize. 
By sharing time, space and movement, we overlap and create a larger image.

The German-English woman, Michelle Brand, lives in London. She is a animator-filmmaker 
and sound designer. She studied animation at the University of Creative Arts in Farnham, 
UK and completed her master’s degree in animation at the Royal College of Arts in 2019. 
Throughout her work, she plays with different visual structures, aesthetics and approaches to 
design, appreciating the discovery of new ways to express complex ideas. Her films attempt to 
visualize philosophical concepts with a particular emphasis on time, movement and change. 
Above all, she simply likes to convert thoughts into movement, color and sound.



«Liridona»
THILO GUNDELACH   |   ALLEMAGNE   |   2018   |   8 MINUTES 10   |   VO ALB   |   SUB 

GB/ALL

It’s Liridona’s wedding anniversary. She is pregnant and is in the stun to marry a stran-
ger. While her mother pushes her through the rituals of the ceremony, the bride strug-
gles to submit to the expectations placed in her.

Thilo Gundelach is a filmmaker from southern Germany. He has a knack for stories with deep 
human concentration. His work reflects on identity and place. He is a full-time student at 
The Baden-Wuerttemberg Filmakademie. He is currently working on a film project on Sepak 
Takraw’s footvolley game in Southeast Asia and an experimental short film about the Plains 
Indians of North America.

«Elephant in the room»
CHANELLE EIDENBENZ   |   SUISSE   |   2018   |   19 MINUTES 30    |   VO SUI/ALL   |   SUB 

GB/ ALL

Irna feels that the relationship with her son, Jago, is becoming increasingly desperate 
and seeking refuge in his own world whose center is Jago’s rubber doll named Elias. 
While Irna clings with all her strength to her reality, Jago tries to make her mother 
aware of her problem.

Chanelle Eidenbenz was born in 1992 in Zurich. In 2011, she graduated from high school, 
followed by various internships in film production companies in Zurich and Munich. In 2018, 
she got a Bachelor of Film Arts degree from the Zurich University of the Arts. Chanelle now 
works as a filmmaker in Zurich and, in addition to her own projects, is a screenplay supervisor 
and assistant director.



International Competition V 
November 20 th, 2019 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

«Final Act»
MARIA HESPANHOL   |   ESTONIE/ROYAUME-UNI/PORTUGAL   |   2018   |   16 MINUTES 

28   |   VO RUSSE/GB   |   SUB GB/ESP

Penelope leaves the world of dance by playing «Vicky», the princely character of «The 
Red Shoes». The initial process takes on an air of nostalgia and doubt as to whether 
to enter this new stage of her life or to remain in the dance company as a star dancer.

In Porto, Maria Hespanhol, born in 1979, studied at the Soares dos Reis art school and com-
pleted her training at the School of Arts of the University of Catalica. In 2033, she moved to 
Barcelona where she started working in advertising. Since 2013, she has lived in Lisbon and 
is developing several projects such as a documentary on cinema and architecture with Siza 
Vieira. She is currently making a short film on the «Summerfest» festival circuit and has just 
finished the short film «Final Act». She is also working on the editing of a short film adapted 
from a book with illustrator Ana Bossa.

«All inclusive»
TEEMU NIKKI   |  15 MINUTES   |   2019   

Throughout his life, Kalervo has never been good at standing until Annukka, a woman 
who loves him and offers him a gift that will change everything. As in many of Nikki’s 
previous films, “All Inclusive” may be interpreted differently, but in the end, it’s always 
about power, love and change.

The director, Teemu Nikki, was born in 1975. His latest film, Euthanizer, was a real success in 
several festivals and was announced as an Oscar nomination by Finland for the 2019 Academy 
Awards. Teemu Nikki is also the director of several short-films that have gained recognition all 
over the world. His style is politicized and satirical.



«Robin»
KEVIN & TOBY SCHMUTZLER   |   ALLEMAGNE/AFRIQUE DU SUD   |   2018   |   75 MI-

NUTES   |   VO GB/ALL   |   SUB GB/FR

As a man of his word, John is forced to become a man of action when he discovers 
the secret list of his terminally ill son, Robin. The two secretly flee the hospital for 
a father-son adventure in South Africa and fulfill the boy’s wildest wishes as police 
pursue John for kidnapping.

Since childhood, Kevin and Toby have made films together. After school, they attended the 
universities of Stuttgart and Bayreuth and earned a master’s degree in media culture and econo-
mics (Kevin) and media studies (Toby). In 2015, they founded FilmCrew with the indemnory 
of capturing stories that move more than just pixels on a screen.



Documentary competition
November 21 th, 2019 from 3p.m. to 5p.m. and from 5.15p.m. to 9p.m.

The documentary competition offers different themes that affect everyone. It 
addresses topics such as the environment, the migration crisis, the world itself from 
original angles. Five documentaries enter the competition to win the 2019 Documen-
tary Prize. This prize will be given by the Documentary Jury, composed of the specia-
lists, Jawad Rhalib, Daniela Bisconti and Sarah Brule. 

«Le Grand H»
FREDERIQUE BUCK   |   LUXEMBOURG   |   2018   |   62 MINUTES   |   VO LUX   |   SUB GB

Three years after what is commonly referred to as the «migration crisis» of 2015, 
“Grand H” (for Great Humanity) addresses the conflict between migration policy and 
humanity as a question. “Grand H” is a polyphonic documentary about civic engagement 
and accountability, about civil society in migration issues - its role, its importance. 
Through the cross-examinations of the 15 speakers - an asylum seeker, citizens, NGO 
officials, professionals such as a foster teacher, an asylum lawyer, a psychiatrist, a 
journalist, the underlying theme of “Grand H” is the dehumanisation of European asy-
lum systems. “Grand H” addresses various themes : the distinction between political 
refugees and economic refugees, the expectation and uncertainty associated with 
the asylum application process, the refusal of international protection and its conse-
quences, the failure of the European migration policy, the conflict between an admi-
nistrative system of flow management and humanity, the commitment and taking of 
citizens’ responsibilities, the loss of citizens’ confidence in the institutions, the crime 
of solidarity. “Grand H” approaches all these themes as a question and offers very 
personal reflection keys.

Frédérique Buck graduated in journalism from the Faculty of Philosophy and Letters at ULB. 
She has worked as a communications consultant and designer-editor for the private, public and 
non-profit sector. Her public awareness campaign “I’m not a refugee” has caused a lot of talk. 
“Grand H” is her first documentary. 



«Le vent du mensonge»
PASCAL YERNAUX   |   BELGIQUE, FRANCE   |   2018 - 2019   |   80 MINUTES   |   VO FR

Under the guise of ecology, he embarks on an energy race around the world whose 
goal is to artificially boost an economy based on the exploitation and transformation 
of the planet’s resources. Instead of favouring intelligent decline, offshore wind will 
sacrifice the seabed here and there. So what about this politics that is about to des-
troy the only sustainable food resource on the planet? It’s 2019 and the grumbling is 
going up in France and elsewhere. What will the future be made of? Will fishermen let 
the state take them to sea and turn them into kWh?

Pascal Yernaux started with photography and architectural consulting. He was also active in the 
fields of image, sound and music. Several years ago, he embarked on various projects including 
the creation of a broadcaster dedicated to the sea, an ambitious concept that received the sup-
port of professionals in the media and the sea. A few years later, he takes over the camera and 
shoots a fiction that’s supposed to be a documentary at the base. Quickly, he wants to shoot a 
documentary and proposes his work through this documentary feature film.

«Comme un seul homme»
ERIC BELLION   |   FRANCE   |   2018   |   82 MINUTES   |   VO FR

Participating for the first time in the Vendée Globe, sailing around the world in solo, 
unassisted and without stopping once, Éric Bellion filmed himself during his 99 days 
of racing. An immersive and spectacular testimony about a man’s journey in front of 
the elements, but also in front of himself. Or, in the words of Eric Bellion himself, «I 
have never been so afraid in my life, I have never suffered so much in my life, I have 
never taken so much pleasure in my life.»

Éric Bellion is a French documentary navigator and graduate of EM Lyon Business School. He 
created «Integration Challenge» between 2007 and 2010 and co-founded «Team Jolokia». On 
November 6, 2016, he started the Vendée Globe and finished 9th in 99 days; along the way, he 
films his documentary, «Like One Man».



«Symphonie pour hypermarché»
GABRIELLE SCHAFF  |    FRANCE   |    2018    |   51 MINUTES 50 

A day’s work begins on the commercial area of Saint-Nazaire, as it does every day... 
or almost. Over the course of Berlioz’s Fantastic Symphony, the relentless ballet of 
beings, things and machines is revealed. Products pile up, packaging pile up, bodies 
bend, but humans never flex, right down to the heart of machines. A plon-ge in the 
heroic and alienating mechanics of mass distribution, carried by the grace of great 
music.

After studying literature and film at Paris-4, Sorbonne, Gabrielle Schaff began as a directing 
assistant to many directors (Emmanuel Finkiel, Brigitte Roan, Joachim Lafosse, Matthieu 
Amalric, Rupert Everett) and directed then two creative documentaries broadcast on France 
Télévisions and selected at festivals. At the Frémis documentary workshop, she wrote the bal-
let-documentary Symphony for Hypermarket in 2014. The film gets the Brouillon scholarship 
of a dream of the Scam and the support of France 3. In 2018, she published her first novel, Un-
noticed, in the editions of Le Seuil.

«Das VersunkeneDorf»
GEORG LEMBERGH | ITALIE, AUTRICHE | 2018 | 84 MINUTES | VO ALL, IT | SUB GB/FR

In August 1950, the village of Graun sank into the floods of the Reschen Reservoir. 
Almost overnight, the inhabitants were driven off their farms and paid only tempora-
rily for their work. Today, 68 years later, a series of hastily built houses have created 
a small village. Nevertheless, the mourning for their lost homeland is still quite large 
among the elderly. The wounds heal slowly, and the lake remains a foreign body for 
them. The boys, who know the dam of the lake only through stories, free themselves 
with a new self-confidence from the crippling embrace of their heavy heritage.

Georg Lembergh was born in Zams (Tyrol). He studied photo design at FH Dortmund. She has 
reported and published in books and magazines such as Geo, Die Zeit, Focus, Vogue, Profile. 
During his many years of work on the theme «Heimat und Heima- tverlust», he has produced 
numerous publications and exhibitions such as «Dorf Tirol in Brazil» or «The Exodus of Roma-
nian Germans». From 2002, he turns to cinema in the field of music video, industrial film and 
image film (camera, directing). He became a freelance director and photographer and current-
ly lives in Vienna and Tyrol.



Compétition Internationale VI
November 21 th, 2019 from 9.15 p.m. to 11 p.m.

«Firelily»
EMILY VAN DER VEER | BELGIQUE | 2019 | 17 MINUTES 03 | VO CHINOIS, NDLS, GB | 

SUB FR  

The story follows a Chinese woman located in Brussels, in the heart of Europe, in the 
early 1990s. She arrives at the home of her lover’s family, who lived with her in China, 
but died in an accident. She visits the family to bring back her ashes, but she is not 
sure how the new family will react with them. She carries with her a lot of baggage: 
her past, the culture in which she grew up and all her ideas about the future. It is the 
strength she found in her husband’s pro-mass, which is now keeping her afloat to build 
a new future. Fortunately, she is not alone. She befriends another Chinese woman who 
has found her place in the city.

Living in Brussels and raised in The Hague, with Chinese and Dutch roots, Emily van der Veer 
has always been surrounded by a mixture of cultures. As an artist, she is passionate about sto-
rytelling and translates her culture to the big screen in an original way.

«Convoi exceptionnel» 
BERTRAND BLIER   |   FRANCE   |  2019   |   82 MINUTES   |   VO FR

It’s the story of a guy who goes too fast and a big guy who’s too slow. Foster meets Tau-
pin. The first is overcoat, the second in rags. All this would be trite if one of them were 
not in possession of a frightening scenario; the scenario of their lives and deaths. Just 
open the pages and tremble.

Bertrand Blier (born March 14, 1939 in Bou-logne-Billancourt) is a French director, screenwri-
ter and writer. He is known for writing and directed several classics of French cinema: «Les Val-
seuses» (1974), «Cold Buffet» (1979), «Evening Dress» (1986) or «Prepare your handkerchiefs», 
which even won him the Oscar for Best Foreign Film 1979. He directed Gérard Depardieu 
eight times, revealing him to the general public and participating in the rise of his acting career 
until the late 1980s. He also directed several members of the Splendid band including Gérard 



Jugnot (in «Calmos», in 1976), Thierry Lhermitte («The Wife of My Buddy», in 1983), Michel 
Blanc («Evening Dress» in 1986), Josiane Balasko («Too Beautiful for You,» in 1989) and finally 
Christian Clavier (“Convoi exceptionnel” in 2019).



Closing ceremony
Out of competition
November 22 th, 2019 from 7 p.m. to 3 a.m.

To close this fifth anniversary, the FIFB saw things big again. Surprises, animations, 
bubbles and cinema! A ceremony that lives up to the list of winners exclusively for the 
entire public. Then it will be the party until the early morning!

In addition to the awards and surprises of the evening, the public will have the chance 
to exclusively de-cover the winning short film of the 48h Film project competition as 
well as the out-of-competition feature film, Barrage, by Laura Schroeder.

«Barrage»
LAURA SCHROEDER | LUXEMBOURG/BELGIQUE/FRANCE | 2017 | 110 MINUTES | VO 

FR

After ten years abroad, Catherine returned to Luxembourg to reconnect with her 
daughter, Alba, raised by Catherine’s mother, Elisabeth. Alba is cold and said with this 
stranger who appeared unexpectedly in her life. As for Elizabeth, she has no other in-
tention than to protect her granddaughter and keep Catherine away. One day, Cathe-
rine doesn’t care : against everyone’s advice, she decides to take Alba on an excursion, 
near a lake in the north of the country. Then, begins an unusual journey, where the 
young woman will have to understand at her expense that her greatest adversary is 
perhaps nestled in her heart.

Laura Schroeder studied film at the University of Paris and directing at the National Film and 
Television School in London. After her studies, she wrote and directed her first short film, 
«Senteurs» (2008), followed a few years later by a second short film, «Double Jump» (2011). 
His first feature film, «The Secret of Mélusine» (2012), opened the doors to several festivals. His 
second feature film, «Barrage», is released in 2017 and has continued its festival tour since its 
release.
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Price tickets

    Opening and Closing Ceremony :                                                                                                   15€
    Price for a session :                                                                                                                                  6€
    Kid’s Day (-13 years) :                                                                                                                        Free
    Kid’s Day (adults) :                                                                                                                                    6€
    Media Day and Jobs Cinema Day (on pre-registration) :                                               Free
    Ciné-movie :                                                                                                                                           Free
    People -26 years/seniors -65 years (on presentation of documents officials) :  3€
    Adult Pass (excluding opening and closing ceremony) :                                                   20€
   Youth pass (-26 years old; excluding opening and closing ceremony) :                    15€

Find the full information of the festival on http://www.fifb.be/
Find us also on all social networks:
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